
      

eMotimo TB3 Aperture Ramping 
 

This section shows how to configure GBTimelapse for aperture ramping using a Berkey System 

focus motor stepper and a Rokinon/Samyang Cine lens.  

 

If you have a different system, follow these same steps. 



      

1. Gather some information about the lens and its iris ring gear. You will need the 

minimum and maximum f-numbers and the number of teeth between those two values 

on the iris gear. 

 
2. Gather some information about the stepper motor gears. It must be a bipolar stepper 

with four wires rated at 12v for the eMotimo. Count the number of teeth on the drive 

gear and determine the stepper gear ratio. Solder together a molex 4-wire jumper for 

connection to the eMotimo third axis stepper drive. 

 

Figure 0-1 - Berkey System Focus Motor with Molex Jumper 4-wire assembly 

 



      

3. Gather the parts to attach a 15mm rail to the TB3 camera mount. The parts shown here 

are commonly available. You can find (or fabricate) equivalent parts. You can style 

camera clamp instead of the Really Right Stuff clamp shown. 

 
The Really Right Stuff rail is modified by drilling a ¼” clearance hole in the slot. This 

spacing works for the Berkey stepper and either the Rokinon 24mm or Zeiss 15mm 

lenses. A simple 6” aluminum bracket with two ¼” clearance holds 4.125” apart would 

work just as well. 

 
4. Mount the rail parts to the eMotimo camera mount. It must be on the left side of the 

camera to provide clearance from the camera’s grip.   



      

 
5. Mount the camera and the stepper. Align the two gears but don’t engage the gears until 

you have configured GBTimelapse to control the stepper. 

 
6. Run GBTimelapse and Open the USB connection using the Tools/Options menu under 

the Pan/Tilt tab 

 
7. In the Aperture Control group, check “Enable” and select Choose Stepper 



      

 

 
8. If your stepper is not listed, give it a name and enter the stepper information. If it is 

listed, select it and use its default settings.  

 
 

9. Next select Choose Lens 



      

 
10. If your lens is not listed, give it a name and enter the lens information. If it is listed, 

select it and use its default settings.  

 
11. In the Pan/Tilt options, click the Adjust button to adjust the stepper position and 

direction of rotation. 

 
12. With the lens disengaged from the stepper, test the rotation direction by clicking the 

“Rotate 10” button in the “Decrease f-number” box. 



      

 
Watch the stepper gear rotate. Does it rotate in a direction that would decrease the f-

number if the lens gear were engaged? If not, click the “Reverse direction” button and 

try again.  

13. When the direction is correct, disconnect the DC power from the TB3 but don’t 

disconnect the USB cable. This cuts current to the stepper motor but keeps the TB3 on. 

14. Move the camera to engage the lens gear with the stepper gear and manually turn the 

stepper as needed to get a good gear mesh. 

 
15. When the gears are properly meshed, re-connect the TB3 DC power and click OK to 

return to the Pan/Tilt options. 

16. Now that the stepper is adjusted, you can use the f-stop buttons to test operation. 



      

 
17. Now save these setting values. In the Pan/Tilt group, click on “Settings…” 

 
18. Then click “Save settings” and then OK 

 
19. Your settings are saved in the GBTimelapse options file. Always begin with the gears 

engaged at the lens maximum f-number, so you don’t need to go through the 

adjustment process again.  

 

 


